Course Syllabus for ENG 131:  Introduction to College Writing
Section 066769  Tuesday/Thursday 8:00-9:26 PM 
William N. Atkinson Hall Room 220

Instructor:  Laurie Poikey	Office Phone:  517-398-2105	Email Address: poikeylauriel@jccmi.edu
Office Hours:  Before class 7:30-8:00 and after class 9:30 to 10:00PM

JC Course Catalog Description
ENG 131 is “an intensive writing course designed to strengthen your writing skills for better communication. Narrative and descriptive styles of writing are stressed and basic research skills are introduced. At the end of the semester a portfolio is required.”  (Prerequisites:  ENG 085 and ENG 090)

Writing is a way of expressing yourself.  Writing to learn and writing as a process will be stressed in this course.  Writing can be a powerful tool if used correctly, yet it requires much practice to gain proficiency. Writing can be frustrating to many especially when being introduced to new ideas or writing conventions. Often sharing personal ideas can be daunting, but I hope this course will build your confidence and encourage you to write more to explore your ideas and express your thoughts.	

You will be asked to work in class by writing, sharing and revising your writing.  You will need to do writing out of class as well. Good, expressive writing takes much revision. We will revise in class, but you will need to do some on your own. Be sure to bring a hard copy or a flash drive with your writing to easily access for class use. Everything you write in this class must be word processed on Word docs and follow MLA style.

Required Materials
Required textbook:  Writing Today, Richard Johnson-Sheehan and Charles Paine.  Third Edition. 2016. ISBN-13:  978-0-321-98465-4 or ISBN-10:  0-321-98465-X
Flash drive- You will need to save all work and bring to class.  A flash drive is the best way.
Folders (6)-You will need a folder for each essay, one for course materials, and one for your portfolio
Black or dark blue pens-All writing should be with black or blue pens for in-class work.
Printer access-You will need to print homework and essays

Course Design
This course is designed to improve your writing skills.  We will think about writing, talk about writing read about writing, and find various uses for writing.  You will write, rewrite, share, and rewrite again. You will think critically about writing while examining vocabulary, language, and intended meaning. 

Our classroom environment is crucial for becoming a better writer.  You must be willing to help and critique each other’s writing to create a community of writers.  This support and assistance will enhance your writing and your writing experience. 

Each class period we will discuss writing genre, reading and writing critically, writing style, and writing strategies.  We will explore ways to generate ideas, organize writing, and eliminate grammatical errors. We will practice a variety of writing genres and analyze assignments in class.  This class is loosely structured so it can change and adapt to each of you which will allow you to progress at your own pace.  

Performance Objectives
ENG 131 course goals and objectives incorporate specific Associate Degree Outcomes (ADOs) established by the JC Board of Trustees, administration, and faculty.  These goals are in concert with four-year colleges and universities and reflect input from the professional communities we serve.  ADOs guarantee students achieve goals necessary for graduation credit, transferability, and professional skills needed in many certifications programs.  The ADOs addressed in this course are writing clearly, concisely, and intelligibly and working in small groups.
         
Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing Processes
Rhetorical Knowledge and Conventions
Electronic Environment
Practice active reading strategies

	Identify and contextually evaluate assumptions, points of view,  stylistic choices, and implications born of reasoning


	Offer formative feedback on others writing  in peer review sessions


	Use genres to navigate complex rhetorical challenges 


	Distinguish one’s own ideas from those of others


	Practice metacognitive reflection
	Use  genre specific strategies, voice, tone, and perspective to achieve rhetorical goals


	Recognize conventions of writing distinctive to specific disciplines


	Employ Modern Language Association (MLA) style in academic writing


	Writing in Plain Style—simple and direct language



	Use Microsoft Word to compose, revise, and save documents


	Locate research material collected from electronic sources, including library databases and other electronic networks and internet sources


	Use college learning management system



Responsibilities
Your responsibility is to improve your writing skills. This means you must work on all class tasks to strengthen your skills and allow you to write independently of a class. To do this you must be prepared for class each day, participate in class each day, do cooperative work each day.  You must complete all assignments and turn in a completed portfolio. 

Honesty is expected of all students.  Academic honesty is the ethical behavior that includes producing your own work and not representing others’ ideas or work as your own either by plagiarism, cheating, or by helping others to do so.  Honesty also includes taking responsibility for your actions.  There is a zero tolerance policy for plagiarism.  If you plagiarize material, the penalty can be a failing grade in the course. 

My responsibility is to introduce new concepts to aid you in becoming a better writer and assist you with revision or your writing.  I will do everything I can to assist you.  I’ll read your writing and respond to as much of your writing and your revisions as I possibly can. I will introduce concepts that may help you become a better writer, lead class discussions, form small groups, share readings and writings, help you individually, and encourage you.

I’ll provide class time for you to discuss and explore strategies for successful writing.  I'll class time for drafting and revising. Sometimes you’ll break into pairs or small groups for sharing and responding to each other's writing. Sometimes I'll informally lecture—a way to see where you’re going as a group and what you need next.  I'll use course materials to spark writing ideas and topics. Most of all, I’ll provide opportunities for you to share ideas.

English 131 Guidelines or Rules for this room:
Come to class regularly and punctually.  We will work in small groups or with partners and to get participation points, you must be here.  There will be a sign in sheet for you to sign each day. You are not given points each day for just showing up, but you will get points for showing up and participating each day so be here every class period.

	Be respectful of others and listen when others speak. We will be sharing ideas and you need to respect others ideas.  You do not have to agree with them; just respect them.


	If you know you will miss class, inform me ahead of time.  I will try to give you assignments you can do and have ready the day you return.


	Put time and energy into each assignment since that is the only way you will truly improve.


	No cell phone use during class.  It should be put away and placed on silent.  Class is only 1 ½ hours long and you can wait.  You may bring a laptop but it should be closed when class begins and only opened when we are writing in class. Ear buds should be taken out during class.  You need to listen and think during class.  Use them at home, but now here. If I see you are using ear buds, cell phone or laptop during class, your participation grade will be lowered.  If it continues, you will be asked to leave since it is disrespectful.


Grading Scale
Jackson College grades are based on a 4.0 scale, with 4.0 being excellent. You must earn a 2.0 in this class to earn credit for the class. Less than a 2.0 is considered failing. This means you will need to re-take the class and pass it before it meets pre-requisite requirements for other courses or for transfer to other colleges and universities. Below is a numeric grade equivalent to a letter grade, but you will see a numeric grade on your student record. 

% earned	Grade received
95-100		4.0 (A)	=	 Superior
89-94		3.5 (B+)
84-88		3.0 (B)	=	Good
78-83		2.5 (C+)
72-77		2.0 (C)	=	Mediocre								
66-71		1.5 (D+)				
60-65		1.0 (D)	=	Unsatisfactory	
55-59		0.5 (D-)			
54 and below	0.0 (E)    
Course Policies
To comply with college policy and federal regulations, I will assign a grade to you after approximately two weeks, five weeks, and eight weeks.  The grades assigned are letters with the following meanings:
V: Verifies that you are participating, and your work so far has been acceptable.

H: Means that you are participating, but your work shows that you may require help in order to complete the class successfully.  If you receive an H grade, you will be contacted by the Center for Student Success and offered tutoring services.

Q: Means that you have effectively quit participating in the course.  If you receive this grade, you will be automatically withdrawn from the course. I assign it if I have not received work from you for four classes in a row (in-class activities or homework, as appropriate to the days), and/or you have been absent for four classes and have not contacted me regarding your absences.

Special Grading Situations:
Although I can drop you from the course for non-participation up to midterm, only you can initiate a withdrawal after midterm. There is a deadline for this, and Student Services can provide you with this information.

Final Grade Criteria
Class Assignments Homework 	40%
Final Writing Portfolio			40%
Participation 				20% 

Class Assignments and Homework  (40% of Final Grade)
Daily writing activities and class activities will be assigned and each is due that day.  These assignments are meant to guide you in writing with generating ideas, exploring ideas, planning, drafting and editing. All assigned essays must have a draft and revision. Each must be completed on time to allow student and teacher feedback.

Final Writing Portfolio (40% of Final Grade)
You will be assigned four writing projects or long essays. You must write, revise and polish each one to include in your portfolio. Before you submit your portfolio, you will get feedback from your classmates and me to help you improve your essays. I will assist you on improving your essays and I will discuss suggestions with you; however, I will not correct your essays line by line and give thorough comments until you have polished them. This means you must earn my comments by completing all the steps in the assignment.

Participation (20% of Final Grade) 
You must actively participate by engaging in discussion or engaging in an activity.  Merely attending class is not participation. This means you enter class with your assignments complete each day too. You success and others success depends on classroom discussions, questions and answers, and helping each other. You must make an effort to participate in all in class activities.

I will distribute monthly calendars which will cover assignments and activities since your progress determines what we do and when we do it.  

Important Information

Center for Student Success
Located in Potter Center, the center provides tutoring and other services.  Please call (796-8415) or visit for more information.  The staff are there to help you succeed in your studies, so please do not hesitate to make use of this free resource for any of your classes. This is located in Bert Walker room 125.

Checking Your Progress on Jetnet
You can access the JC Website to check your grade through Jetnet.  Midterm and final grades (0.0 - 4.0) are posted to your student account on e-services, accessible from the JC Website. Any discussion of grades must be done in person before or after class. Because of FERPA, I do not discuss grades during class or via email.

COURSE POLICIES
Missing in class work due to absent or arriving late may not be made up.  You cannot make up a group collaborative assignment. Most quizzes will be announced and you must be in attendance that day to take it.  
If you know this time and day are difficult for you to attend and be on time, you may want to consider dropping and registering for a different section.

Late Work hinders our progress.  Homework is due at the beginning of class, and we will use it or discuss it so it must be complete when you enter. I do realize that life is unpredictable and you may need to miss a class, so you may turn in late work for half credit.  If someone else can bring it in, this is even better. You only have one day to turn in late work.

Extra credit may be provided a couple times over the semester.  Be sure to take advantage of it because there will not be many opportunities.

Printer problems or computer problems is not a reason to come to class without your assignment.  I do not accept emailed assignments or flash drive assignments.  You must have hard copies of all your work.

Keep copies of all your work both handwritten and typed.  Keep them in your folder and bring to class each day.  This is a backup file you may need in case of problems. Save everything!

Remember, you must achieve a 2.0 or higher to receive credit.  Failure to submit your portfolio will result in automatic failure or 0.0 grade for the course.                      




